
Universal Benefit and Budgeting Calculator

Our Universal Benefit and Budgeting Calculator is fast, accurate and simple to use. 

It is outcome focused, streamlining the calculation of benefit eligibility, including Universal Credit 
and showing people how much better off in work they could be.

Advisors don’t need to be experts to understand and explain the welfare system and what the 
changes will mean.

We communicate using colour and simple visuals, focusing on outcomes, not the process. 

Frontline advisors can:

• Have conversations about action plans rather than data entry
• Explain complex changes using visuals and colour
• Refer to the built-in help tips and live chat functionality, using information they can trust
• Help people make decisions that are right for them

What Universal Benefit and Budgeting Calculator can do for you

• Help clients manage their spending with the Budgeting Calculator
• Find job vacancies with built-in Universal Job Match 
• Show and store 'better off in work' calculations for smarter case management
• Use offline on a tablet or smartphone, as well as on a computer
• Integrate with your CMS for single sign-on
• Customise the interface with own branding and hidden/revealed features
• Include multiple jobs, free school meals and extra costs of work



We believe change happens on the frontline

We’re a business with a social purpose. Our mission is to reduce poverty which we work towards 
by making the welfare system easy for people to understand, so they can make decisions that are 
right for them.

Policy in Practice was founded by Deven Ghelani, one of the architects of Universal Credit, to 
communicate information to people on the frontline in a fast, user friendly way. 

Find out more

Call            +44 (0) 330 088 9242  
Email         hello@policyinpractice.co.uk 
Visit            www.policyinpractice.co.uk
Tweet        @policy_practice

Partnership

Our software is always accurate and up to date. Our local authority, housing associations and 
employment services clients all benefit from the continuous updates, flexibility and responsiveness 
of our team. 

“The software is user friendly with lots of 
intuitive features so an advisor doesn’t 
have to be a benefits expert. It’s also 
UC compatible. Any software is only as 
good as its implementation and the 
support we’ve had from the team to 
bed in the new service has been a 
massive benefit.” 

Jemma Johnstone, Serco

"The Universal Benefit and Budgeting 
Calculator is different. Its outcome-
based approach has been very 
powerful and has really helped us to 
change behaviour of both our 
residents and advisors." 

Inga Spencer, LB Hillingdon


